The Rice Asian Studies Organization (RASO) is a student organization that aims to create an outlet for Asian Studies majors to converse with professors as well as connect students across the major. RASO serves as a link between Asian Studies on campus and Asian resources in Houston and seeks to increase visibility of the major as well as provide guidance within it. Members of RASO also manage the Rice Asian Studies Review (RASR), an undergraduate Asia-focused academic journal authored by Rice undergraduates.

Throughout the year, RASO hosts round-table discussions with local experts and professionals, film screenings, cultural experiences, informational sessions about RASR, and study breaks. RASO events are open to all who are interested in learning about Asia and Asian Studies. Additionally, RASO officers serve as resources for students and opportunities within the Chao Center for Asian studies.

CONTACT US

RASO President
Cole Lambo - csl7@rice.edu

RASO Vice President
Tiffany Sloan - tsm8@rice.edu

RASR Editors-in-Chief
Gennifer Geer - gkg1@rice.edu
Avery Jordan - atj4@rice.edu

Faculty Sponsor
Dr. Haejin E. Koh - hek4@rice.edu